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In this project, the propagation 
characteristics of cylindrical transmission 
lines with corrugated ground conductor are 
examined. The transmission lines with 
uniform center conducting cylinder but 
modulated line width are also investigated. 
We will apply the mode-matching method 
and the finite-element method for theoretical 
analysis, and use commercial software (such 
HFSS) for numerical solution. The FEM can 
show not only the individual mode effect, but 
also the global effect of all the eigenmodes. 
this technique can treat cylindrical 
transmission line with more complex 
corrugated ground plane in a more efficient 
and easier fashion. The considered structures 
include those with periodically tapered 
pattern ground plane and double-period 
ground plane. In addition, the transmission 
lines with uniform center conducting 
cylinder but modulated line width with 
cosine shape and triangular shape are also 
analyzed. 
Besides the theoretical analysis, the 
cylindrical transmission line as a nonplane 
microwave filter is also investigated. Results 
obtained in this research are expected to 
serve as useful references for designers 
working in this field. 
Keywords: Cylindrical transmission line, 
periodically corrugated structure, mode- 






研 究  [1-6] 。 例 如 耦 合 積 分 程 法
coupled-integral equation technique (CIET) 
[1]，模態匹配法(mode-matching method) 
[4]，以及有限元素法(finite-element method, 








































以相對介電常數　r = 2.0，結構週期 p 為
0.6　，皺摺深度 d為 0.05　，介質厚度 h
為 0.2　，內金屬半徑 d0為 0.3　，Floquet 
modes為 55，parallel-plate modes N1為 28






















數εr = 3.0，介質厚度 h = 0.75 mm，圓柱金
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  infinite waveguide [4]
  finite waveguide [4]
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鋸齒狀微帶線實體圖。其中 a1 = 2 mm、
a2 = 4 mm、a3 = 3 mm、b1 = 6.77 mm且
b2 = 2.77 mm。 
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